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Mr. Chairman, 

Mr. President, 

Honorable Governors, 

Distinguished Delegates, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

 

 

On behalf of Switzerland, I would like to extend my gratitude to the Korean Government for its 

welcoming, even though greater forces have unfortunately prevented us from enjoying the Korean 

hospitality. 

 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, we are facing an unprecedented crisis. The global economy is 

contracting, threatening a severe development setback and hindering countries’ transformation 

towards sustainable development. It will likely hit the poorest and most vulnerable people the 

hardest. More than ever, this crisis demands international cooperation for a coordinated and 

targeted response. 

 

As a center of knowledge and excellence with adequate capital, the ADB is well placed and has 

the responsibility to be a core actor of the pandemic response in the Asia and Pacific region. We 

welcome the prompt reaction of the Bank with the design of a substantial USD 20 billion response 

package, including sustained policy dialogue and dissemination of lessons learnt across member 

countries. Following the initial emergency phase, Switzerland considers it crucial to carefully 

balance ADB’s intervention, combining policy advice, technical assistance and financial support 

to facilitate a sustainable, resilient and inclusive recovery for all, in line with 2030 Agenda. 

 

Building back better 

 

While the Strategy 2030 already contains the ingredients to realize this aspiration, the recovery 

requires revising some targets upwards and moving faster to achieve more tangible results. This 

is particularly evident for tackling climate change, disaster risks and preserving biodiversity. E.g. 

in view of the upcoming revision of the Energy Policy we expect the Bank to go one step further 

in aligning with the Paris Agreement by formally withdrawing from coal-related finance and to 
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present coherent guidelines that support countries in phasing out fossil fuels as quickly as 

possible. 

 

The ADB must continue to assert its development mandate with a clear sustainability direction. 

ADB’s operations have to entail a true impact orientation and high-quality policy advice, while 

staying firm on environmental and social safeguards compliance. Switzerland considers it 

essential that the Bank confirms its added value beyond pure financial support and meets the 

objective of quality over quantity: programs must be designed to create jobs, facilitate sustainable 

trade, improve public services, while ensuring social and economic inclusion. 

 

The complexity of the current situation is unparalleled and requires all development actors to 

make best use of their resources. It is therefore essential to engage in systematic coordination, 

with each player focusing on its areas of comparative advantage. Multiphase and multi-pronged 

programmatic approaches must be collectively designed to ensure concrete results and higher 

sustainability. More generally, we would like the ADB to become more pro-active and collaborative 

in donor coordination, more ambitious in reform-oriented policy dialogues, while continuing to 

apply zero tolerance to corruption. 

 

Move forward  

 

Every institution must now absorb the shock and still move towards medium to long-term 

objectives. ADB has mastered this very well so far. The Bank will also have to adapt to a new 

normal, using a high degree of flexibility and recalibrating some action plans to reflect the 

consequences of the current crisis while staying accurate of its long-term policy orientation. In the 

Bank, efforts to speed up procedures and eliminate bureaucratic steps must continue, but sound 

Board oversight must be ensured to guarantee the highest quality. The preservation of organic 

capital growth is equally a cornerstone for the future of the ADB.  

 

The Bank is in good shape. Yet institutional reforms must continue. In particular, we look forward 

to revising the Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) as well as the Energy Policy. Both exercises 

must enable to achieve a more sustainable and inclusive development path. As part of the revision 

of the SPS, the Bank should aim at the highest standards. We are convinced that the ADB should, 

among others, exclude the use of all forms of asbestos, including chrysotile asbestos that meets 

all scientific criteria required for listing under Annex III of the Rotterdam Convention. Therefore, 

we very much welcome Management’s commitment to fully remove bonded asbestos products in 

the new SPS and support an interim measure to refrain from supporting the procurement of the 

latter.  

 

Finally, with the conclusion of the Asian Development Fund-13 replenishment, we would like to 

reiterate our engagement to support the poorest and most vulnerable countries of the Asia and 

Pacific region. While grants must remain the ultimate funding modality, such a support must be 

matched by ambitious institutional reforms in recipient countries, in particular via more transparent 

and stringent requirements regarding public finance management.  
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Switzerland reassures its commitment with the Bank for the benefit of the people of the Asia and 

Pacific region and would like to thank President Asakawa, ADB Management, Staff and the Board 

for their engagement in these challenging circumstances. 


